
HOW TO MAKE UP 2109/1
SCANDI MEDIUM STOCKINGS PANEL

For each stocking you will need:

• One printed 2109/1 Scandi Stocking Panel
• Two pieces of wadding 12” x 16” for each stocking
• Two pieces of lining fabric 12” x 16” for each stocking
• One piece of backing fabric 24” x 44”
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Sewing Instructions
1.   Make a tracing of the printed stocking along the seam line. Use this tracing to cut out two pieces
      of wadding. This means you won’t have all that extra thickness in the seam allowance where it isn’t
      needed.  
 

2.   We suggest that you cut the 4 layers for each stocking 
      at the same time because then you are sure they will 
      match up exactly.  To do this:
      a. Place the back fabric right side down on a flat surface. 
      b. Then layer the two lining fabric layers with right sides 
          together over the back fabric. 
      c. Finally place the printed stocking on top with the right 
          side facing up.
      d. Pin the layers together.  Cut along the cutting line 
          through all four layers.

3.   Take a front (printed stocking) and a lining piece.  
      Place right sides together and sew on the seam
      line across the top.

4.   Place the unit down with the wrong sides facing up.  
      Lay a piece of wadding on the back of the printed 
      stocking with the edges within the seam lines.

5.   Fold the lining over the wadding and line up the 
      edges of the front and lining exactly.  Pin and tack 
      the layers together within the seam allowance.

6.   Quilt as you fancy.

7.   Repeat steps 4 to 6 with the back fabric and lining.

8.   Take the front and back units and place right sides 
      together.  Pin, lining up the top and edges. 
 

9.   Sew the front and back together along the seam line.  
      Now neaten the raw edges with stitch. Clip the seam 
      allowances along the curves.

10. Turn right side out. 
 

11. Make a loop out of the printed rectangle and attach 
      the loop to the back of the stocking on the heel side.
 

12. Repeat the steps for all the other stockings.

Scandi Decorations
There are many ways to create these decorations but here are two methods you may like to consider.

1.  Roughly cut out the motif.  Spray baste and fuse to a piece of felt.  Stitch along the seam line and
     any other lines you fancy.  Use a rotary cutter with a fancy blade to cut the decorations out within 
     the seam allowance.  Attach a ribbon loop.

2.  Roughly cut out the motif.  Use Heat ‘n Bond Ultra (or similar) to fuse the motif and a piece of 
     coordinated fabric to the back.  Use a rotary cutter with a fancy blade to cut the decorations out 
     within the seam allowance.  Attach a ribbon loop.

How To Make Scandi 2109/1 Panel
Please note that the seam allowance to join front and back together is 1cm.
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Scandi 2019
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2125/R Forest Friends 2128/R Storm 2127/R Houses

2126/R Scatter 2130/R Snowflakes 2131/R Trees 2129/R Pine Needles

2125/S Forest Friends 2128/S Storm 2127/S Houses

2126/S Scatter 2130/S Snowflakes 2131/S Trees 2129/S Pine Needles

2132/1 Squares (Actual size of each square is 3”)

Free project downloads 
designed by Lynne Goldsworthy of lilysquilts.blogspot.com

full instructions available from www.makoweruk.com March 2019

2109/1 Stocking (Each stocking 15”/38cms)
(Each panel 24” x 44” / 60 x 112cms)

2110/R         Advent Calendar         2110/S   
(Each panel 24” x 44” / 60 x 112cms)

Images for reference only not correct for scale or colour   


